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ABSTRACT 

Numerical simulations allow teachers and students to indirectly perform sophisticated experiments that cannot be 
realizable otherwise due to cost and other constraints. During the past few decades there has been an explosion in the 
development of numerical tools concurrently with open source environments such as Python software. This availability of 
open source software offers an incredible opportunity for advancing teaching methodologies as well as in research. More 
specifically it is possible to correlate theoretical knowledge with experimental measurements using “virtual” experiments. 
We have been working on the development of numerical simulation tools using the Python program package and we have 
concentrated on geometric and physical optics simulations. The advantage of doing hands-on numerical experiments is 
that it allows the student learner to be an active participant in the pedagogical/learning process rather than playing a 
passive role as in the traditional lecture format. Even in laboratory classes because of constraints of space, lack of 
equipment and often-large numbers of students, many students play a passive role since they work in groups of 3 or more 
students. Furthermore these new tools help students get a handle on numerical methods as well simulations and impart a 
“feel” for the physics under investigation. 
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1. INTRODUCTION

“Active learning” and “Optics simulations” together may be joined as “Active Learning in Simulating Optics” (ALSO). 
The goal of this paper is to encourage teachers and students to take an active part in developing their own codes as they 
design individual own experiments. There are many useful codes, both free and commercial, software or online codes, 
with good interfaces which reproducing perfectly analytical solutions allowing an infinite number of configurations 
numerically imitating experiments. For examples you can see the RAY program, the WebTOP and PHET project and 
also Wolfram demonstration project1,2,3,4. The basic disadvantage with these prepackaged programs is that we (students 
and teachers) behave as passive users without understanding the contents or the limitations of the material we use (codes 
or experiments). The idea here is to encourage academics to code and build their own interfaced programs more easily 
with minimal cost as possible. In this context, the Python environment offers many advantages compared to other object 
oriented languages. The most important points are the fact that it is open source, it is well documented and it also 
guarantees cross-platform compatibility. On the other hand optics is very well adapted to realize very simple experiments 
showing instantaneously the influences of different physical parameters on direct observations.. The combination of 
these two factors allows one to develop elaborate original lessons for laboratory activities and for numerical modeling of 
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3. BUILDING PROGRAMS

3.1 How to start programming 

Starting to program is always something complicated. We never know exactly at which level we should start. Should we 
explain bit and addressing and occupying memory or should we start with syntax and instructions? Part of the answer to 
this question resides in what we want to do. As physics educators, in the context of the active learning and hands-on 
teaching, we suggest starting with subsections of programs carrying out specific tasks. Generally, an entire program can 
be divided into two parts: one dedicated to analytical solutions and the other for displaying curves and graphs. For 
example let’s focus on the diffraction-interference phenomena and more precisely on the Young double slit experiment. 
Here, the normalized intensity is expressed as: 

I = sinc2( )Bx  [ ]1 + cos( )2Ax  where : A = πa/λD   and   B = πb/λD, 

‘b’ stand for the width of the slits, ‘a’ stand for the distance between slits, ‘D’ is the distance of the screen to the plan of 
the slits and ‘λ’ is the monochromatic wavelength of the incident light. 

This example is very convenient for numerous reasons. It is very easy and inexpensive to realize experimentally and at 
the same time it highlights phenomena, such as interference and diffraction, which are not easy to understand and teach. 
The material shown on the left of Figure.1 is sufficient to do that. Slits are made manually on the plate in front of the 
laser simply using knife-edge. For the Young double slits we try to make two slits as parallel and identical as possible. 
So it fits well the hands-on approach we whish to promote. Similarly this hands-on approach could be applied on the 
numerical modeling. The program bellow simulates the Young double slit configuration and as highlighted it can be 
divided in two parts one dedicated to the mathematical solution and the other for the graphics.  

from __future__ import division 
from numpy import pi, linspace, sin, cos 
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 
#---------------- Mathematical solution ---------------------------- 
lamda = 650*1.E-9     # Wavelength (m) 
b     = 1.0*1.E-3         # Slits' width (m) 
a     = 2.5*1.E-3              # Distance inter-Slits (m) 
D     = 2       # Screen distance (m) 
e     = 1*1.E-2        # Size of the screen (m) 
X_Mmax=e/2. ; X_Mmin=-e/2.     # Coordinates of screen 
N = 400       # Number of mesh point 
X = linspace(X_Mmin, X_Mmax,N) # Space discretization 
B = (pi*b*X)/(lamda*D)     # Intermediate variable 
A = (pi*a*X)/(lamda*D)     # Intermediate variable 
I = 0.5*(sin(B)/B)**2 * (1 + cos(2*A)) 
Envelop=(sin(B)/B)**2 
#---------------- Ploting ----------------------------------------- 
fig = plt.figure(figsize=(8,5)) 
fig.suptitle('Young Double Slits',fontsize=14, fontweight='bold') 
ax1 = fig.add_subplot(111) 
ax1.grid(True) 
ax1.plot(X,I,'-k', linewidth=3) 
ax1.plot(X,Envelop,'--k', linewidth=2, alpha=0.8) 
ax1.set_xlim(X_Mmin, X_Mmax) 
ax1.set_xlabel(r'$X \ (m)$',fontsize=14, fontweight='bold') 
ax1.set_ylabel(r'$I(X,Y)/I_0$',fontsize=14, fontweight='bold') 
ax1.set_title(r"$wavelength \ \lambda = %.1e \ m, \ b = %.1e \ m, \ a = %.1e \ m, \ D = %.0e \ m$"% (lamda,b,a,D)) 
plt.show() 

You can copy this script, past it into python editor and run it as it is. This will generate Figure 2 
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‘Qt Designer’, similarly to other software (Visual Basic, Real Studio, …), allows building GUI by simply dragging 
widgets listed as icons in the left panel of the windows and control their characteristics (name, size, location, …) with 
the tools in the right panel. We show here as an example the selection of the slider associated with the wavelength 
named ‘slider_lambda’ (right panel) accompanied by other information given in the yellow part for the other widgets. 
After putting in place all the physical parameters (b, a, D, λ) we have to connect them with the intensity ‘I’ 
implemented in the script given above. How to do this? When saving the configuration shown in Figure.4 we 
generate a file named by the title on the top of the main window, here ‘Ui_DoubleSlit1D’ with the extension ‘.ui’. 
This code is translated into Python running on the terminal by the following command ‘pyuic5 -x 
Ui_DoubleSlit1D.ui -o Ui_DoubleSlit1D.py’. This generates a program in Python language that can be imported as 
any kind of functions or libraries into our previous script. This is shown in the script bellow where we only exhibit 
the major additions to the program.  

from __future__ import division 
from numpy import pi, linspace, sin, cos 
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 
from Ui_DoubleSlit1D import Ui_MainWindow 

#---------------- Mathematical solution ---------------------------- 
class DoubleSlit1D(QMainWindow, Ui_MainWindow): 
  def __init__(self, parent=None): 

   QMainWindow.__init__(self, parent) 
  self.setupUi(self) 
  self.fig1() 

  def fig1(self): 
lamda = self.slider_lambda.value()*1.E-9       # Wavelength (m) 
b     = self.SpinBox_b.value()*1.E-6      # Slits' width (m) 
a     = self.SpinBox_a.value()*1.E-2           # Distance inter-Slits (m) 
D     = self.slider_D.value()         # Screen distance (m) 
e     = self.slider_e.value()*1.E-3          # Size of the screen (m) 

… 
… 

  @pyqtSlot("int")    
  def on_slider_lambda_valueChanged(self, value): 

  self.SpinBox_lambda.setValue(value) 
       self.fig1() 
  @pyqtSlot("int") 
  def on_slider_b_valueChanged(self, value): 

  self.SpinBox_b.setValue(value) 
  self.fig1() 

… 
… 

if __name__ == "__main__": 
  app = QApplication(sys.argv) 
  MyApplication = DoubleSlit1D() 
  MyApplication.show() 
  sys.exit(app.exec_()) 

Finally the result of this second version is illustrated in Figure 5 showing how the light intensity will vary 
when manipulating the different widgets displayed on the left panel. 
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4. CONCLUSION
Providing opportunities for developing countries to carry out experiments during classroom which they cannot otherwise 
afford due to lack of means is one of the main goal of this work. The other one is to promote the active learning and 
hands-on activities during classroom encouraging students to be active learners. Numerical simulation in physics and 
more specifically in optics is a good way to reach this goal because it is possible to accompany very simple experiments 
with inexpensive homemade/custom built materials. We have shown in this work that it is possible to elaborate lessons 
based on the active learning approach for both the experiments in optics and also for the development of codes. This 
second point is just as important as the first because it also favors questioning and discussions. We can apply similarly to 
experiments the method based on the Predictions, Observations, Discussions and Syntheses (PODS), which help better 
understand the basic concepts. 
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